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By Belinda Jones

Hodder & Stoughton General Division. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Travelling
Tea Shop, Belinda Jones, A delectable tale of love, friendship and cake.Laurie loves a challenge.
Especially if it involves tea-time and travel. So when British baking treasure Pamela Lambert-Leigh
needs a guide on a research trip for her new cookbook, she jumps at the chance. The brief: Laurie
and Pamela - along with Pamela's sassy mother and stroppy daughter - will board a vintage
London bus for a deliciously unusual tour of the USA's East Coast, cruising from New York to
Vermont. Their mission: To trade recipes for home-grown classics like Victoria Sponge and
Battenburg for American favourites like Red Velvet Cake and Whoopie Pie. All the women have their
secrets and heartaches to heal. As well cupcakes galore, there's also the chance for romance.But
will making Whoopie lead to love?.
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended almost everything using this written e ebook. I am very happy to inform you that here is
the greatest ebook i have read in my very own life and may be he best publication for ever.
-- Dee Ha lvor son-- Dee Ha lvor son

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV
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